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 The story of the movie revolves around a special-effects illusionist Ramesh (Bhanu Prakash), and his only client, Mahesh (Guru). Ramesh makes a living performing fake stunts and illusions for movies and other events. However, his act often brings great harm to his own family members. He accidentally kills his stepmother Shanti (Rekha Suresh) and his sister Rekha (Snehalatha). The ill-fated duo
are accidentally killed when Ramesh is performing a stunt on a billboard. The movie was released across Karnataka and released on 19 November. It was released across all major digital platforms. The movie was produced under the banner of P.A.M.S Production. It was theatrically released in India by Viacom 18 Motion Pictures. Cast Bhanu Prakash as Ramesh Snehalatha as Rekha Guru as Mahesh

Rekha Suresh as Shanti Gururaj Hoskote as Shiva Raghu Babu as Mahesh's cousin Sudha Belawadi as Ramesh's sister Rajeshwar as Ramesh's brother-in-law H. G. Dattatreya Ramya Ramamoorthi as Ramya Soundtrack The songs are composed by V. Harikrishna and lyrics are written by Raam R. Allappa. The background score is composed by Chaitanya Kaushik. References External links
Category:2020 films Category:Indian films Category:Kannada-language films Category:2020s Kannada-language filmsQ: Are there still any real issues to be addressed in.NET 4.0? Microsoft has released the.NET 4.0 framework. I believe the main features are : Strong naming support Asynchronous Programming That's it. Am I missing anything? The platform is really well designed but in comparison
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